The list of candidates for degrees, certificates, and diplomas appearing herein is subject to such corrections, with respect to additions, deletions, and changes, as may be necessary. The information as presented is current as of the program printing deadline. Graduates attending the ceremony are presented to the Chancellor alphabetically. The winner of the most prestigious award in each faculty, if attending, is presented first.

**FACULTY OF NURSING**

*Presented by Dr. Diane Kunyk, Acting Dean, Nursing/Dr. Ali Shir, Vice-Dean, Graduate Studies and Research*

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY**

Cybele Angel, Nursing, Edmonton  
Pamela Chiu, Nursing, Edmonton  
Shamel Yvonne Rolle, Nursing, Bahamas  
Morgan Lee Wadams, Nursing, Edmonton

**MASTER OF NURSING**

Claire Behrman, Calgary  
William Allan Black, Edmonton  
Gloria Andrea Brook, Ontario  
Farrell Marie Bryenton, Edmonton  
Karin Gordon, Nursing, Edmonton  
Nadine Rose Corse, Nursing, Edmonton  
Mona El Ashry, Calgary  
Hannah Rempel, Aging, British Columbia  
Rebecca Mae Read, Prince Edward Island  
Mandi Christine Paton, Edmonton  
Hanni Yassin Mohamed, Aging, Edmonton  
Eileen Meier, Aging, Nova Scotia  
Katrina Helen McNaughton, Red Deer  
Moni Melanie Mathew, Aging, Edmonton  
Jamie Lee Mann, Manitoba  
Roel Delos Reyes Malemit, Edmonton  
Kimberly Donna Lindroth, Edmonton  
Todd Li, Edmonton  
Anndrea Courtney Vogt, Brooks  
Nadine Rose Corse, Nursing, Edmonton  
Mona El Ashry, Calgary  
Hannah Rempel, Aging, British Columbia  
Rebecca Mae Read, Prince Edward Island  
Mandi Christine Paton, Edmonton  
Hanni Yassin Mohamed, Aging, Edmonton  
Eileen Meier, Aging, Nova Scotia  
Katrina Helen McNaughton, Red Deer  
Roel Delos Reyes Malemit, Edmonton  
Kimberly Donna Lindroth, Edmonton  
Todd Li, Edmonton  
Anndrea Courtney Vogt, Brooks  

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING WITH HONORS**

Oghosa Dinehchigizor Abajue, Calgary  
Linda Oguchukwu Aghanya, Fort McMurray  
Mary Grace Arakere, Edmonton  
Katrina Rose Baudin, Edson  
Hefseeba Biju, Calgary  
Malak El Ashry, Calgary  
Laila Hassanali, Edmonton  
Jingyi He, Edmonton  
Brian Iracheta Antillon, Edmonton  
Skanda Kannan Kaushik, Edmonton  
Jessica Lynne Kincaid, Edmonton  
Kaylee Kim, British Columbia  
Ric Li, China  
Susanna Grace McDermott, Edmonton  
Isabella Maria Arcari, Calgary  
Ayessa Tolentino, British Columbia  
Andrea Courtneight Vogt, Brooks  
Mia Elizabeth Wright, Edmonton  
Julia Wolf, Edmonton

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING**

Faythe Bailey Abbott, Fort McMurray  
Hodan Abyeh Abdella, Edmonton  
Rylin Abraham, Edmonton  
Carlin Jenny Acker, Spruce Grove  
Kryzzele Tubalinal Acoba, Edmonton  
Rocelle Acomodar, Fort McMurray  
Camille Anne Donato Alcantara, Edmonton  
Aisha Ali, Edmonton  
Safiyyah Abiola Allison, Fort McMurray  
Nosakhare Cindy Amen-Oforu, Edmonton  
Mirabel Olumma Akumu, Grande Prairie  
Andrea Shannen Anderson, Rimby  
Keitlvin Alvis Andrez, Grande Prairie  
Alix Elizabeth Anthony, Fort McMurray  
Sophia Elizabeth Antoniuk, Saskatchewan  
Juliana Maria Arcari, Calgary  
Francesca Zayn Mockon Anevaldo, Edmonton  
Grace Ann Armstrong, Edmonton  
Sophie Suzanne Autsch, Edmonton  
Janica Baucettes, Red Deer  
Raveen Kaur Bains, Edmonton  
Brian John Yap Balagso, Edmonton  
Rylee Lauren Barnes, Sherwood Park  
Miranda Chinh Mot, Edmonton  
Jody Lynn Barrigan, Edmonton  
Tori Jenessa Baynton, Lloydminster  
Amanda Shayne Beaton, Fort McMurray  
Melissa Emma Bebe, Edmonton  
Janelle Rae Beckett, Rocky Mountain House  
Taylor Marie Belhumeur, Calgary  
Atina Marie Bell, Red Deer  
Adebusola Bello Adamos, Fort McMurray  
Wendy Bancod Belay, Grande Prairie  
Telena Bhattarai, Edmonton  
Hans Matthew De Guzman Bigata, Edmonton  
Sarah Jenaeh Bigga, Warwright  
Morgan Christine Blanchard, Fort McMurray  
Anthony John Bolyos, British Columbia  
Carlyn Marianne Bolze, Ponoka  
Karlie Rivers Boosbom, Fort McMurray  
Ashley Joanne Boyer, Fort McMurray  
Haley Nicole Braga, Yukon  
Melakgnetir Briar, Edmonton  
Carla Lynn Brauer, Fairview  
Lilee Mackenzie May Bryson, Edmonton  
Saynaha A Burale, Edmonton  
Nathalie Jane Caballes, Grande Prairie  
Malaia Belle Debasum, Edmonton  
Brenna Mae Campbell, Cochrane  
Payton Nicole Campbell, Edmonton  
Philip Capicci, Red Deer  
Asha Haydée Carter, Grande Prairie  
Trevor Chi Chun Chan, Edmonton  
Jeanelle Taylor Charchuk, Hines Creek  
Janelle Victoria Chechotko, Evansburg  
Jaimie Na Kyung Choi, Edmonton  
Chloe Jing-mi Chong, Ontario  
Ayton Chung, Edmonton  
Kennedy Margaret Claridge, Edson  
Courtney Leanne Claude, Bonnyville  
Sara Rebecca Coles, Red Deer  
Cyrene Jenn Tolentino Coloma, Edmonton  
Jesshin Alvari Comaling, Fort McMurray  
Kate Anne Connors, Calgary  
Megan Helen Conrad, Lacombe  
Madelyne Diane Gail Coughlan, St Albert  
Alisha Marie Coules, Stettler  
Wesley Mark Coul, Fort McMurray  
Victoria Craig, Blackfalds  
Victoria Sofia Cruz, Edmonton  
Yushu Cui, Edmonton  
Daniyal Daar, Edmonton  
Kaylin Renee Dahlkeide, Sherwood Park  
Jordan Michelle Dash, Red Deer  
Gelsey Cameron Davis, Edmonton  
Sydney Rebecca Davis, Mayertorpe  
Jaycee Marie Dawbin, Edmonton  
Haylee Marie De Jong, Sylvan Lake  
Austin Parker Deibert, Lacombe  
Shane Saggarino Dequin, Red Deer  
Morgan Dawn Deverdenne, Edmonton  
Khushi Dhirman, Edmonton  
Muskhan Dhirman, Edmonton  
Sadie Lynn Diegel, Gadzby  
Katherine Jiahui Ding, British Columbia  
Fatima Elmi Dini, Edmonton  
Roz Pascual Ditianquin, Edmonton  
Salmah Ranjeet Dixit, Edmonton  
Sarah Margaret Donald, Rocky Mountain House  
Tianna Patricia Donnelly, Foothills  
Kristine Ninoobia Ducusin, Red Deer  
Jade Janesssa Dunn, Perryville  
Justin Duong-Wong, Edmonton  
Darby Joy Akynwa Dwernychuk, Spirit River  
Wendy Marie Dyur, Sherwood Park  
Ria Eaj, Edmonton  
Keitlin Angulo Escobido, Edmonton  
Makuchukwu Chiachiu Enyenem, Edmonton  
Eddyphil Mum Fabalbin, Calgary  
Sada Fatique, Edmonton  
Ryle Elizabeth Fedorus, Rocky Rapids  
Zachary David Lear Ferguson, Red Deer  
Brooke Emilie Ferner, Red Deer  
Kaitlin Feirreira, British Columbia  
Sara Dawn Finlayson, Sexsmith  
Melanina Catherine Fisher, Red Deer  
Danielle Fitzpatrick, Red Deer  
Ivy Jane Fisslen, Edmonton  
Jyden Forster, British Columbia  
Amy Yvonne Forsythe, Edmonton  
Abby Tenille Fowler, Camrose  
Deanna Corene Friesen, Red Deer County  
Emily Elise Fry, Beaumont  
Anne Cheska Alonzo Galiza, Grande Prairie  
Katarina Renee Galloway, Lacombe  
Alyssa Susan George, Edmonton  
Alyssa Evelyn Gilley, Fort McMurray  
Brooke Paige Gilson, Edmonton  
Nikaya Goodman Marie Goodman, Red Deer  
Angelina Caterina Viktorova, Edmonton  
Tamina Jean Gravelle, Red Deer  
Marianne Pearl Romina Gregorio, High River  
Jillian Marjorie Catherin Gunn, Calgary  
Jenny Ha, Edmonton  
Jessica Ha, Grande Prairie  
Lindsay Alison Hakost, Warburg  
Olivia Laura Hannah, Sherwood Park  
Grace Courtney Hansen, Fort McMurray  
Grace Isobel Hardy, Calgary  
Aurora Harrison, Edmonton  
Hafza Mohamed Hassan, Fort McMurray  
Jakob Rhys Hauahr, Athabasca  
Ashley Rowe Khaleya Haylapilat, Edmonton
CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATES

Robert Brandon Majano, Calgary
Nonia Magalona, Sundre
Brooklynn Wendy MacLeod, Fort McMurray
Paula Maria Cabral Mackey, Edmonton
Izabela Kinga Lukaszewski, Edmonton
Ali Victoria Livingstone, British Columbia
Calynn Reine McLena Lirette, Sherwood Park
Johannah Hope Linski, Red Deer
Rahul Krisham Lingam, Sturgeon County
Sally Shiqi Li, Calgary
Garim Lee, Edmonton
Megan Alison Latulippe, Red Deer
Jada Julia Langford, Edmonton
Tiffany Lam, British Columbia
Ishan Kumar, Calgary
Connie Kug, Republic of Korea
Mikayla Lynn Kuiboer, Killam
Krisathi Mary Kunikose, Sherwood Park
Annie Lam, Edmonton
Tiffany Lam, Emily Creek
Blake Avery Lambert, Falher
Jada Julia Langford, Edmonton
Allyza Ramos Larano, Edmonton
Anana Janard, Grande Prairie
Megan Alison Latulippe, Red Deer
Mary Ann Lavall, Edmonton
Torii Layden, Red Deer County
Garin Lee, Edmonton
Katrine Gayle Lemky, Grande Prairie
Jasmine Elizabeth Lewis, Fort McMurray
Katie Belle Lewis, Edmonton
Sally Shop Li, Calgary
Lin Liang, Edmonton
Sara Leanne Lightbown, Sundre
Kaylee Anna Lindberg, Manning
Rahul Krishan Lingam, Sturgeon County
Johanna Hope Linski, Red Deer
Calynn Reine McLean Lirette, Sherwood Park
Ali Victoria Livingstone, British Columbia
Kelsy Julie Doherty, Grande Prairie
Ericka Berces Lorenzo, Red Deer
Izabela Kinga Lukaszewski, Edmonton
Payton Alexandria Mabe, Saskatchewan
Julia Iwaniw Marolchuk, Cold Lake
Paula Maria Cabral Mackey, Edmonton
Brooklynn Wendy MacLeod, Fort McMurray
Nonia Magalona, Sundre
Robert Brandi Mackay, Calgary
Maryliseys Sashawana Majorie, Fort McMurray
Roselle Kho Maraguiton, Edmonton
Gurbeen Marat, Fort Saskatchewan
Carrie Marie Marchant, Three Hills
Samantha Ann Marler, Edmonton
Melia Marie Martyniuk, Edmonton
Rahul Simon Masih, Edmonton
Nyasha Primrose Matengu, Fort McMurray
Guaraparn Sinthorn, Edmonton
Karsyn Olivia May, Haythe
Kaylee Roberta McAmmond, Grande Prairie
Aaron James McCaw, Edmonton
Devon McCaul, Grande Prairie
Haley Alice McKechnie, British Columbia
Carolyn Lorraine McNally, Leduc
Jessica McPherson, Fort Saskatchewan
Daniela Nazarian, Fort McMurray
Angelia Mendoza, Edmonton
Layne Caelyn Mendryk, Edmonton
Skye Haruka Midgley, Edmonton
Omarie Miller Myds, Red Deer
Kelsey Marie Miller, Valleyview
Navaeet K Minhas, Grande Prairie
Carrington Marcella Mitchell, British Columbia
Sarah Abdelaziz Mohamed, Edmonton
Shukri Mohamed, Edmonton
Michaal David Monai, Leduc
Kaylee Morris, St Paul
Zahra Mosavi, Edmonton
Rochelle Toni Murphy, Fort McMurray
Nancy Mona Muru, Grande Prairie
Kaitlyn Nicole Naisy, Peace River
Virgil Leonas, Grande Prairie
Noemi Ann Grace Naples, Edson
Emily Rachel Nelson, Edmonton
Taryn Donna Nelson, Valleyview Centre
Hailey Keely Ann Newton, Edmonton
Cindy Nguyen, Edmonton
Lauren Emily Carol Nielsen, Sylvan Lake
Jose Rafael Niev, Edmonton
Nneka Anastasia Nwaqwe, Grande Prairie
Martha Ogonna Nwoye, Fort McMurray
Salome Alkeneke Iluokwu, Nigeria
Ibukun Olawatominin Ojo, Calgary
Kimberly Quiseo Oliveros, Calgary
Brandi Lee Ashton Olmsdale, Red Deer
McKenna Olson, Saskatchewan
Blossom Eniola Opleinyinka, Saskatchewan
Hibah Omar, Edmonton
Karen Ong, Edmonton
Ucheamaka Oneyegbo, Edmonton
Maja Aassist Opong, Edmonton
Zoe Louise Orr, Edmonton
Asma Omar Osman, Edmonton
Abimbola Olawale Oyewole, Calgary
Princess Louise Odeh, Fort McMurray
Angelica Rose Pallesco, Edmonton
Serene Panakkal, Edmonton
Joy Joycepark, Red Deer
Seri Park, Republic of Korea
Yelean Park, Edmonton
Mackenna Bea Parks, Edmonton
Jewel Nicole A Pascua, Fort McMurray
Samantha Anne Paskuski, Red Deer
Jaclyn Kay Pattson, Saskatchewan
Lauren Ashley Peters, Edmonton
Peyton Marie Pillsworth, Grande Prairie
Kaitlyn Britney Pohl, Edmonton
Britney Rose Ponich, Edmonton
Juliana Sinai Porcayo, United States
Sarah Abdelaziz Razzak, Edmonton
Lorieshara Razzak, Edmonton
Reagan Slobnicky, Edmonton
Morgan Lee Sly, Beaver County
Marissa Rose Smalbooy, Edmonton
Makayla Eve Smith, Grande Prairie
Katelyn Diane Somers, Wembley
Mina Son, Edmonton
Kae Wednesday Soriano, Red Deer
Carolyn Patricia Spence, Fort McMurray
Hayley Erin Stafford, Red Deer
Rebecca Leanne Stark, Calgary
Lindsay Jewel Stevenson, Edmonton
Norrcia Kembesh Stewart, Calgary
Shayna Lee Stoyles, Fort McMurray
Liam Davis Strocher, Sherwood Park
Shrinithi Subramanian, Edmonton
Jenna Diane Sullivan, Sherwood Park
Khansa Sultan, Edmonton
Sarah Alexandra Sutherland, Edmonton
Alexandra Emily Swayne, Edmonton
Susanna Ching-Heng Tan, Edmonton
Morgan Christine Tarapaski, Spruce Grove
Jordan Avery Taves, Edmonton
Erika Anne Tessier, Sunnybrook
Kristy Danielle Thody, Lac La Biche
Aundrea Dion Thomas, Drayton Valley
Macy J Thompson, Sturgeon County
Natalie Helen Thompson, Bonnyville
Klaissa Nickole Solon Tidal, St Paul
Kizha Dynesse Balidiong Tiope, Edmonton
Shanda Toews, Lindon
Aeizer Kate Tolentino, Edmonton
Jerymee V Torres, British Columbia
Susanna Tran, Edmonton
Angel Tshakatumba, Edmonton
Seraphina Sara Tsu, British Columbia
Hailey Ann Turcotte, Valleyview
Mallory Raegan Uskiw, Beaumont
Mark Henry Vaasjo, Sherwood Park
Nikale Dawn Van Der Vlis, Alhambra
Ashley Mary Vargheese, Edmonton
Meicael Verbo, Grande Prairie
Kelsey Leigh Vigr, Edmonton
Julianne Vinluan, Edmonton
Kyle Vinuya, Edmonton
Elyssa Erin von Tettbornen, Vegreville
Brenna Mackenzie Walker, Beaconsfield
Grace Tina Walton, Rocky View House
Julia Hope Weisgerber, Edmonton
Carter James White, Red Deer
Megan Shauna Whyte, Calgary
Seongyeeun Wi, Republic of Korea
Mackinley Allen Wiebe, Edmonton
Crystal Elizabeth L Witsa, Little Smoky
Ainsley Jade Wolstenholme, Grande Prairie
Koyee Hao Yi Wong, Edmonton
Julia Rose Wright, Olds
Natassia Marguerite Wright, Red Deer
Zhirou Xin, Calgary
Maggie Yap, Edmonton
Jenna Yoo, Strathmore
Stephanie Raylene Young, Stettler
Suerry See Wing Yu, Edmonton
Nicole Jean Yurkiw, Beaumont
Rifat Zahra, Edmonton
Sarah Brandy Zellweger, St Paul
Emma Kathleen Zentner, Edmonton
Brianne Marie Zevola, La Biche
Sunny Zhan, China
Chu Qi Zhang, British Columbia
Luo Lin Zhao, Edmonton

BILINGUAL BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING/BACCALAUREAT BILINGUE ÉS SCIENCES INFIRMIÈRES
Angelique Farh Elshia Addo, Edmonton
Gabrielle Basic, British Columbia
Shelby Aline Brown, Beaumont
Nicholas John Paul Brubaker, Edmonton
Delaney Burns, Beaumont
Caitlyn Kennedy Ceneck, St Albert
Nina Dambacher, Calgary
Erika Dianna Dunbar, Red Deer
Catherine Julie Gagnon, Edmonton
Paige Isabella Levang, Edmonton
Jessy Li, Edmonton
Tamber Jean Lystang, Spruce Grove
Shannon Riley McKenna, Sherwood Park
Sarah Bailey Lora-Lee Morin, Edmonton
Mariz Nicolas, Edmonton
Niamh Aislin Ramage, Red Deer
Dibya Sharma, Edmonton
Gabrielle Johanna Warkentin, Beaumont
Lele Xiao, China
Xiaowen Xiong, Edmonton
Aydin Meht Hayas, Beaumont

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Presented by Dr. Shanthi Johnson, Dean, Public Health/Dr. Roger Epp, Interim Dean, Graduate Studies and Research

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Claire Alexandra Benny, Epidemiology in Public Health, British Columbia
Julia Dabравовская, Epidemiology in Public Health, Edmonton
Jacob Riley Hambrook, Public Health, New Brunswick
Yuba Raj Paudel, Epidemiology in Public Health, Edmonton
Vihal Sharma, Epidemiology in Public Health, Edmonton

MASTERS OF ARTS
Margaux Elizabeth Jayne Bruno, Community Engagement, Edmonton
Prime Ilumin, Community Engagement, Edmonton
Tanya Iryna Pacholok, Community Engagement, Edmonton
Carlin Melissa Peterson, Community Engagement, Edmonton
Reem Razzaouk, Community Engagement, Syria
Landon Jeffrey Turlock, Community Engagement, Edmonton
Dure Yasmin, Community Engagement in Public Health, Edmonton

MASTERS OF SCIENCE
Lisa Erin Armstrong, General Public Health in Public Health, Edmonton
Adelaide Baudu, Epidemiology in Public Health, Québec
Rachel Anne Estelle Cassie, Epidemiology in Public Health, British Columbia
Sejal Pradepkumar Dave, Health Policy Research in Public Health, Edmonton
Crystal Jade Du, Epidemiology in Public Health, Edmonton
Taylor Gill, Health Promotion and Socio-behavioural Sciences in Public Health, Calgary
Jesse Lee Hill, Clinical Epidemiology in Public Health, Edmonton
Helia Koosha, Epidemiology in Public Health, Edmonton
Amrit Singh Passi, Clinical Epidemiology in Public Health, Red Deer

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Deborah Adejoke Adejii, Health Promotion in Public Health, Edmonton
Noween Ahmed, Epidemiology in Public Health, Bangladesh
Gillian Oriana Arralai, Food Safety in Public Health, St Albert
Stella Boiade Babatunde, Epidemiology in Public Health, Edmonton
Madison St John Bennett, Health Promotion in Public Health, Nova Scotia
Emily Elizabeth Blagdon, Applied Biostatistics in Public Health, British Columbia
Ali Bukhari, Applied Biostatistics in Public Health, Saskatchewan
Malkika Rangi Chandani, Environmental and Occupational Health in Public Health, India
Shubham Dinesh Chardas, Environmental and Occupational Health in Public Health, India
Claire Cordeign, Applied Biostatistics in Public Health, Edmonton
Kayla Dickerson, Health Promotion in Public Health, Calgary
Noah Brian Donovan, Health Promotion in Public Health, Newfoundland and Labrador
Marie Jeanette Fish, Health Promotion in Public Health, British Columbia
Jessica Marie French, Food Safety in Public Health, Edmonton
Shabnam Imam, Health Promotion in Public Health, Fort McMurray
Kassandra Channele Justas, Health Policy and Management in Public Health, Edmonton
Nidhi Kamath, Global Health in Public Health, India
Jashanjot Kaur, Food Safety in Public Health, India
Madison Kennedy, Health Promotion in Public Health, Calgary
Tilovatul Khondaker, Health Policy and Management in Public Health, Edmonton
Crystal Dawn Lennie, Health Promotion in Public Health, Northwest Territories
Nazif Mahbub, Health Policy and Management in Public Health, Edmonton
Kaitlyn Taylor Menard, Epidemiology in Public Health, Northwest Territories
Mahmood Kazi Mohammed, Health Policy and Management in Public Health, Bangladesh
Medea Myers-Stewart, Health Promotion in Public Health, Calgary
Vivian Nguyen, Health Policy and Management in Public Health, Calgary
Daniela Concetta Palazzo, Health Promotion in Public Health, Edmonton
Erika Elizabeth Rodning, Health Policy and Management in Public Health, Edmonton
Elaine Gibson Rose, Applied Biostatistics in Public Health, Ontario
Tamara Samardzic, Epidemiology in Public Health, Edmonton
Chloe Christine Schneider, Health Promotion in Public Health, Edmonton
Stephanie Shen, Applied Biostatistics in Public Health, China
Suprabha Shrestha, Environmental and Occupational Health in Public Health, Nepal
Pratima Singh, Epidemiology in Public Health, India
Ciara Norelle Mangawang Sison, Health Promotion in Public Health, Ontario
Jana Gaye Marie Taylor, Food Safety in Public Health, Edmonton
Claire Ada Tizzard, Health Policy and Management in Public Health, Nova Scotia